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A Play of Our Own p. 5

by Gil Bliss
The atmosphere around campus
for the last few. days has been
fraught with confusion, anger, and
frustration as two labor groups
within our midst have threatened
job actions to bring about a speedy
resolution to longstanding contract
problems:'
The problems are two-fold in this
matter. First, as you should know
by now, the faculty threatened to
strike earlier in the semester
because of delays in the approval of
negotiated pay raises, a matter that
was held tsp for a period of time in
the Ways and Means Committees
of both legislative houses. Seemingly, the matter was settled once
the package was approved by the
legislature, but now it seems that the
money has not reached the pockets
of the faculty.
·
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The money in question is retroac- faculty.
The other edge of the blade contive to the beginning of the current
contract, and has been held up by cerns Local 1067 of AFSCME, the
the state Comptroller's office. The union that covers secretarial and
office sent back to the college the clerical;· technical, security, maintepayroll for the month which has nance and grounds for the entire
included the aforementioned retro- campus. The problem with this
active money. The administration group is that their money has been
then had to recalculate the compu- appropriated, but job titles have,
tations necessary for the supple- again, not been approved by the
mentary payroll. As soon as salary proper committees in the legisla~
reserve transfers have been ture. On Tuesday, May 12, the local
approved, and the Director of Per- on campus held a strike authorizasonnel Administration, together tion vote which passed by a vote of
with the House and Senate Ways 89-32. As of now, these workers are
and Means Committee · have planning the strike beginning 6:00
approved the new job title codes a.m. on Monday, May 18. Picket
(many jobs have been upgraded), lines will be set up, attempting to
the supplementary payroll will then block final exams which begin at
be submitted for payment. If you 8:00 a.m .. that morning. Campus
are confused by all of this, then you union steward Carol Wright stated
realize the position of the campus that 'their employees have been
"'treated ve1y unfairly." If the job

by, Gil Bliss
_
Most people graduate from high school, and if they are inclined to
enter college, they do so and proceed at a semi-steady rate towards
completion of a degree. There are some people whose progress fowards
a degree is somewhat less than steady, in fact, sometimes it drops off
altogether. I am one of the latter, but now that I have made the journey
down the B.A. trail, I look back and do not regret the time it took to
achieve these ends. I am sure that had I gone through a normal four-year
course, I would've missed out on many opportunities that have come to
me as a result of being enrolled at this institution.
When I finished high school, I enrolled in a political science program at
a preppy Catholic school in Rhode Island, one that is known mainly for
basketball, but could· not meet the stiff preppy financial obligations.
Therefore, I was faced with the dilemma that faces many present-day
high school seniors: did I want to go to a public college? UMass was out;
it was just too big; Bridgewater had the reputation of being a "big high
school", but I was forced to matriculate here for financial r~asons. It is a
decision that I do not regret.
When I first came here (fall '73), the place had retained many of the
facets that were here when this place was called a "teachers' college"
(phys. ed. required for all students was just one example). Suffering
through many motivational droughts, I ended up withdrawing a total of
three times, not to mention twice from night school. At other times, I
merely pretended to be attending classes in order to keep up my employment at the radio station, my first love at this schooL I have seen the
school evolve into a top-notch educatjonal. institution, although suffering
with the stigma of being a public facility, it has had the advantage of
resources available to a statewide unit, unlike many financially strapped
private schools.
During my stay here, I have taken ·advantage of the many opportunities that have come my way, and I would like to "list a few of the more
notable ones that would have been unavailable had I not been here.
I spent six years on a radio station, during which time I became rather
accomplished as a disc jockey, did play-by-play sportscasting, as well as
interviewed many newsworthy people. I learned how ~o direct a TV
schow, operate all of the equipment, and even did the camerawork on a
documentary of busing in Boston, when it first began. I had a job as a
printer, a stage hand, operated lights on a theater production, worked as
a disco DJ in two different dubs, to name the first few things that come to
Continued on page three

by Louise Burke and Tom Gregg
Lee Dunne, Chairperson of the
Communications Department,
opened the proceedings at the
Seminar on Sexual Harassment,
which was held on May 7 in the SGA
Chambers. Also present were Nancy
Street and Susan Miskelly {Communications Department faculty),
Clay Green (Sociology Dept.
faculty), Terri Cooney and Dave
Burns (Communications Club) and
twenty-one other interested
persons.
Professor Dunne began by
explaining how the increased· ..
numbers of complaints of sexual
harassment that had been received
by women on the.B.S.C. faculty led
to the decision to organize a
seminar on the problem. The basic
idea behind the seminar was to help
students to learn how to deal with
such situations in useful ways. An
attempt was made to define and
explore sexual harassment, and to
help the v.ictims ofthis abuse understand their .options.
The lively discussion brought out
several interesting points. In the
vast majority of cases, sexual
harassment is implied rather than
overt. Things like a pat on the back,
a "once over"' look or a suggestive
remark were some of the examples
cited. These can constitute sexual
harassment if the victim feels or
senses that the intent to harass
exists. The Title VII Sexual Harassment Guidelines of the Federal
Government recognizes th.at exist·
ence ofimplied sexual harassment,
and provides victims with a legal
<:itrt.:>m1P. of appeaL
Another such

action last long enough, the
employees will not set up for Commencement exercises.
Wright
stated that a definitive date for payment set up the State will be cause
to call off the strike.
The faculty, for their part, have
voted to honor the picket lines, and
have opted to "conduct a rigorous
grade audit". What this means is
that any completea grades, assuming that exams are held, will be
turned in to the Union President
Charles Angell and stored in a safe
place until he is directed to turn
them in to the Registrar by the
Mass. State College Association
Board of Directors.
The campus administration, for
their part, have been involved in trying to expedite the payment of these
monies, and President Rondileau

reports that the package has been
moved out of the Senate and on to
the Governor's Office of Adminis·
tration· and Finance. This office has
reported to the Board of Regents
that individual colleges should be
prepared. to bring their supplementary budgets up to Boston via car,
and the president's office is hoping
to receiye word on this matter by
the end of the week At press time,
it was unknown as to whether the
payroll action would take place soon
enough to preclude the possibility of
a strike.
Union people advise that the best
course of action for students wishing to have their voices heard on this
matter would be to. telephone .the
Governor's office as well as the
Director of ·Administration and
Finance.

legal protection applying in particular to women students is Title IX,
which_ prohibits discrimination at
any educational institution. Titles
VII and IX are part of the Civil Rights·
Act of 1964.
Professor Street had some critical
things to say about The Comment's
coverage of the issue. She pointed
out that, by concentrating on. the
overt forms of sexual harassment;
the stories failed to make it dear
that sexual harassment can take
many forms. She also.observed.
the stories had been written by a
man, .suggesting that .perhaps a
woman's viewpoint would have produced a deeper insight. The Com·
ment poll on sexual harassment was
also criticized as being too shallow.
Professor Dunne then introduced
Terri Cooney and Dave Burns, who
did some role-playing to. illustrate
the scope of ·the problem. The
audience wrote situations on cards,
from which a series of mini-dramas
of sexual harassment were ~eveloped. The role-playing segment of
the seminar was· not only irlformative and ·. thought-provoking · but
entertaining as well. . One favorite
was the one in which the students in
a foreign-language class were
required to learn dirty. words··
various participants jumped in,
showing the several ways in which
the situation might have been
handled in real life.
The women (and men) in attendance · learned that firmness is the
best put-down to the sexual
harasser; wishy·washiness . would
only tend to encourage the aggres·

sor. They also learned that it is
necessary to keep .an open mind
about sexual harassment; an incident that might seem trivial to one
person could be devastating to
another.
The Communications, Sociology,
and Psychology Departments hope
to establish a sexual harassment
hotline to aid victims of this· abuse,
on the theory that it is essential to
insure that a victim not be made to
feel guilty or alone .. Plans are also
afoot to hold future seminars, and
these will be covered in full by The
Comment. In addition, the faculty
members mentioned in this article
are willjng and able to help women
students with problems in this area.
The seminar was most valuable
event; it put the sexual harassment
issue in its proper con text as a wide,
ranging and quite common occurrence that can strike at any woman
regardless of age or marital status.
But the seminar also showed that
sexual harassment is notsomething
that women simply have.to accept.
There are legal and. personal
responses to this abuse; the neces·
sary thing is to insure that women
understand their rights and options.
TheSeminaronSexualHarassment
was a start in that direction. But it
was also made clear that a little talk
and a few articles in the newspaper
are not going to make the problem
go away. In the end it is the basic
attitude of some· men toward
women that has to change-~and until
thatchangeismadetheproblemwill
remain with us.
·
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Letters to the Editor
T 0 the Editor:
I am writing in response to a coupie of letters directed at my previous
one, signed Gay and Searching for
the Rainbow. I just want to
straighten out, (no pun intended),
some things that I feel were
misunderstood.
Number one, no, I do not have a
stereotype of heterosexuals, I have
many friends, acquaintances, and

preach religion. I induded the Black
race among the religions I mentioned because I was trying to include
everybody. You see, (like I said
before}, I like people. Believe it or
not, but then again-I'm gay, so what
do I know?
As for your suggestion to putting
my energies to fighting the temptations of satan,(small s), I can only

reotype of straights.) Did I? Anyways, thanks for trying to
understand, and I hope your suggestion of being friends works out, I'm
all for it!!
Before I close I want to say one
more thing, to "'One in a Million". I
liked your letter and I think that you
made some great points, but lets be
realistic. I hate to admit it, but we're

To the Editor:
I was rather puzzled by the most
recent issue of the comment in
which the front page story featured
an article on sexual harrassment,
and yet every single issue was
stuffed with pornographic literature
promoting movies which depict vioJenee and sexual harrassment of
women_
Pornography is one of the biggest
forms of sexual harrassment that
women of today must endure. The
actors on the screen become role
models for future violent outbursts
against women committed by a
select few from the audience who
suffer from a variety of psychoses
and neuroses. Visualization condi-

hons the audience into accepting
antisocial behavior as the norm.
Apathy forms towards rape and violence. Sex is linked with the infliction of pain upon females, providing
psychological conditioning of violent responses to erotic stimuli. The
power of suggestion prevails as in a
hypnotic state. What was once a
remote or unthought of fantasy,
now becomes visible reality in paramout technicolor, suitable for simulation in the real world.
If the Comment is really concerned with sexual harrassment, I
suggest that they show better judgement in what is put inside their
issues..
Cheryl Cornell

~~~;~x~:2~c~;r~~~~:~! f~~:~in~~~:;~~?~f.~:£~~~~~ ~i~~:~.~~i:!~~II~·:1:~'. p~:::~:;::7=:
believe in destiny. I am trying to live An~wa_ys, we are here, .and we are ~ ual harassment at Bri_dgewater
believing that there is a reason that begmnmg to be recogmzed as real W\l State College, I felt obligated to
He,( or She), put me here. Maybe people. Isn't this a great beginning? E!'i respond to several statements made
I'm wrong, (it's happened before), And to the person who compared !if:; by women who were interviewed,
but I always thought that the devil
my lifestyle with that of an alcoholic, r,fi and to the article in general.
was associated with evil and hatred I have to admit, you really don't l~~ First: To the poor, misguided
and other terrible things. Well so far
know what you're talking about. Butl
·:child who felt she had to sleep
my relationships have been very Jov- that seems to be the general consen- . around in order to get g.:.od grades
ing and honestly pure, (though I sus, we're considered sick. I saw a ..; and possibly a job; she needs both
have met up with a devil or two.) But t. v. documentary interviewing a wi her head and her values examined.
seriously, [ know you're entitled to man on his opinion of homosexual- ~im There are many women in this
your opinion, and I respect that, but . ity and he casually compared us to ~~~ school who acquire both good
I honestly find it very sad.
retarded or slightly handicapped Wgrades and jobs by using their brains
Also-to HStraight and Searching people. A friend of mine merely~!~ and not their bodies. Reading her
for an End .. ", I want to say that I shrugged and said, "So when are i~i statement makes me think she is
thought your letter was excellent. It they going to give us our parking ~ long on bust measurements and
f});-::c&&~b"§.l§lW!Ni'ii=~~'i~Ti*~~.,, · makes life easier knowing that we
spaces??" Well, I have to go now, I'm fOO) short on brain matter. If she is truly
To the Person who told "thei~ Si~e": still have some level i:leaded people late for my A.A. meeting 'and then ~@,j having that much of a problem, she
Who says the problem is sick- . who try to see all points of view. r my gay's anonymous rehab. See ya j[~( should use her head (God forbid)
f;~f. and consult the appropriate personess? Who says there is a problem? !~~hope I have cleared up what you around campus.
For every study which says homo- 'I thought, (about my suggested steStill Gay and Still Searching ~if: nnel in order to rid the system of
sexuality is a sickness I'll show you
~~~mm@ffif..®!iJ, · . 2
NtlM®filli:~®.&.ffi'l':!'JN:§:G these type of bums.
one that says that it's just a matterof Dear Editor:
To the Editor:
In response to the woman who
It has come to my attention, while
With all the recent commotion
preference. What you are· expressing are your opinions, not bing more. typing in the SGA office, that. some concerning BSC gays coming out of
My opinion is that you are a SGA members make long distance the closet(as opposed to coming in
moralizer - you feel the need to tell calls that seem to be of a personal the closet, I guess . . . ), r figured I To the Editor:
Following the two stories by Tom
other people that their lifestyles offe- nature. What I would like to know is might as well confess my sexual tenGregg
on the alleged extensive
nd you. That's a shame. Another are these phones for' public use? dencies as well. Thus, at the risk of
opinions of mine is that you should That is,· is SGA members are given invoking the scorn and ridicule of problem of sexual harassment on
mind your own business. The world the right to use the phone to make my friends and fellow dassmates, r campus, I've been doing some
does not need another person tell- long distance calls that are personal, admit full-heartedly to being hope- research of my own. Being a mother
ing the rest of the world how to live. is that right extended to t-he whole lessly, positively heterosexual. I of two grown daughters has probaWe have too many people like that student body? If not, wfoo pays for hope my confession wiU be met with bly contributed to my sense of
already, and I find them OBNOX- these calls? Do we give our SGA understanding by the college com- alarm, however, I am sincerely
angry that there may be persons on
IOUS! Why can't you live and let funds to the SGA members can munity.
this campus in positions of authority
live?
make these calls?
LM:I~. One of theMinority, J guess
that abuse that authority.
Paul Newman
name withhefd

ness. I merely wanted to point out
that people do sleep around, do
heavy drugs. and thoroughly enjoy
beating up people. Yes, they are
people who are considered normaL
That's okay. What I don't understand is why they think that 1am so
abnormal. You may think I have no
morals-you'd be suprised. Anyways,
these are just examples that I threw
out-no "stereotype" intended.
Okay?
Number two,( this is directed to
HMy Side"). I have never claimed to
be an all-knowing being, nor am I
ready to get up on a pulpit and

college are gay ... no wonder it's so
hard to get a date around here!
And to the woman who feels that
the men at this college are the"bottom of the barrel": everywhere
within this society and between both
sexes you've got your creeps. I've
met number of women here who
were the pits, but I've also met many
sincere and intelligent women who
are a 'credit to their gender. To make
the kind of generalized statement,
this girl was simply ignorant.
And finally to you, Mr. Editor,
your entire article is one sided, sensationalistic, and trashy. It actually
degrades women and insults the
intelligence of both sexes. Next time
you may as weli'make it worth your
while and submit your article to the
National Enquirer, where this type
of garbage is appreciated and truly
belongs
.
Watcher

a

If professors are so bored with
their subject matter that the highlight of their day is humiliating students, then the ·time has come to
investigate other avenues of
employment. Professorships are
not God-given--the title is earned
and subject to revocation. Now, to
the students, what has happened to
self-respect? Why should a person
continued of p.4
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Bureaucracy at Bridgewater
Sometimes Students Slip Through the
Cracks
by Richard Lussier
If you know of anyone who is
interested in a second bachelor's
degree in a different subject and is
thinking of coming to Bridgewater
to earn it, get on- your hands and
knees and beg him not to do it.
There is an illusion held by many
that public colleges, because they
are responsible to the government,
must obey the law, respect student
rights, and in general comport themselves in a manner consistent with
the Bill of Rights. This fatal illusion
has led six second-BA candidates
here at Bridgewater, myself
included, to come here and pursue
such things as secondary education,
art, computer science and other
such majors in the hopes of making
a career change. In my case, I hold a
B.S. in liberal studies from SUNY
and am interested mainly in becoming certified in the teaching of
French in the secondary school. As
of this month, exactly one year after
submitting my credentials for
transfer credit evaluation, Bridgewater has yet to establish a transcript for me. I have, in effect, no
transfer credit. After one year,
many letters, visits, assurances
from administrators, etc., no transcript! The fault lies less with the
Registrar's Office than with the
authorities up above them who have
yet to decide even what to do with
the Second B.A. "program."
According to Bridgewater's
catalog, there is no real 2nd B.A.
program; there are undergraduate
and graduate admissions. Anyone
however, who has investigated the
graduate programs here in the art~
knows that they are mainly evenin~
programs, with virtually no daytim<:
counterparts, and with courses
infrequently .offered in many fields
(especially foreign languages)
because of a lack of interest. The
catalog, in short, looks great. But
reality here is far different. I tire of
hearing all this talk about student
apathy~ Students who choose to
come to a public college do so primarily because of economic necessity. A good education at a K-Mart
price.

This was and remains my motivanimous offer of "graduateD study,
tion for coming here. After having
preferria instead the excellent
been to several other private colsecond~ to the lousy MAT. Then
leges before finishing my first
the fireworks begin. The glacial
degree, I can say that the coursebureaucracy of the college loses the
work compares favorably in my
student's folder once, finds it, and
department. I have no complaints
then shunts it from office to office.
about what I've learned. The faculty
Meanwhile, no transfer credit
is demanding; the work, interesting.
action. Come December, the stuBut administration is quite
dent, seeing that all his degree
another matter. I do not believe I'm
requirements would be completed if
alone in thinking that a bonfire in the
he were to drop the minor and stick
middle of the quad in front of
only with the major, decides to gradBoyden Hall would do more to solve
uate in May 1981. The department
· Bridgewater's perennial paperwork
refuses to sign his degree card. It
problems than all the administrators
takes a vice-president to sign the
of all Massachusetts State Colleges
degree card.
Meanwhile, no
assembled at one school and worktransfer credit. Finally, the departing mightily on all our problems for
ment. in frustration, initiates a griean entire year.
vance against the college for issuing
If you think I jest, consider this
second BAs. Although the departscenario:
a second-BA student
ment's grievance is disallowed by
comes to Bridgewater in the fall of
the gods, the student has been
1980 after having been accepted in
exposed to the unedifying spectacle
July into something called "the
of interdepartmental wrangling in an
second Bachelor's degree proinstitution allegedly here to serve
gram". His department begins the
students.
process of advising and registering
It's the professors' turn this week
him on August 25, classes to begin
to feel the effects of callous bureaucracy as their legitimate, wellseveral days later. In late September, the academic department
deserved pay raises are held up by
decides that second BAs are illegitithe jerks who run this Commonpovmate; the department "strongly sugerty 'of Mass Absurdia. May they
gests" that the student consider
remember that students, too, suffer
graduate work at Bridgewater. The
under the dead weight of bureaustudent finds that the grad program
cratic oppression. If there is apathy
in his department has no full time
at this school, this has to be its greaday students and offers no night
test cause--administrative inertia.
courses in his field. The department
I really do wish the professors
proposes to toughen his undergrad·
well. I feel that they have their
uate coursework to create instant
money coming to them. Andlmean
graduate courses. The department
that. But' after one year of Bridge. offers no assistantship, and of
water, and one more1 to come most
course there is no extra financial aid · likely, l can't help but feel that stuof any kind to help the new grad
dents, every day. get the short end
student. The student then faces the
of the stick. Our opinions are rarely
Graduate School itself. On the third
consulted; we have little eay in how
floor of the, library, thi.s rep()s.i.t9rypf
ourd~gr~e pr??:ams c;ire .fr'anaged.
mountains of paper proposes an -It's,tfrrie trhfadmintstti:\tion wbtked
application form, the GRE, letters of
a little harder to serve and please the
recommendation, and other items
student body of Bridgewater State.
of paperwork which absolutely must
And if they are not so disposed, then
be completed even though the stulet them suffer in silence the moundent has been told verbally he will be
tains of ridicule daily heaped upon
accepted into the program. The stuthem by students all over the camdent politely declines this magnapus, or better ,still, let them leave.

Quad 8 Awards
by Gil Biiss
After weeks of closed-door discussions, haggling in smoke-filled
rooms, and similar deliberations,
the Quad 8 faculty football team-.
/theatre troupe/softball show·
awarded their much sought after
Quad 8 Scholarship. Culled from
hundreds of applicants was lucky
Nanette LaTremouille, sophomore
sociology major from Brockton.
For those of you that haven't
noticed, the Quad 8 has been hold·
ing bake sales, raffles, and other
functions (including last months
Tinny Award winning theatrical production, "Hope Is The Thing With
Feathers") all with the end result of
awarding .some deserving student
,with the means to continue his or
her quest for higher learning.
Although not included in this year's
awards ceremony, the simple presentation seemed to take on greater
majesty under the blue skies of
Bridgewater with Great Hill dorm
serving as a backdrop reminding us
of the great heritage that we enjoy
here at BSC. The setting of the

awards ceremony was the softball
game between the Quad 8 and a
team from the apartments. However, Nanette's presence was not
enough to prevent the Quad B's collective brains from being beat in in a
softball sense by the inspired apartments team.· Apparently suffering
through an embarrassing football
season did not diminish the spirits of
the quaddies, led by their erstwhile
Captain, Don Johnson.
Award candidate Nanette surfaced from the many applications
because of her adherence to the
qualifications necessary for awarding this prize, not the' least of which
is good humor. Asked where she
first heard of the Quad 8, she replied, "In the Rat." As to her reaction
on receiving the award, "I'm very
honored at being the recipient of the
Quad 8 Scholarship because it is a
non-traditional organization not
found on many campuses, and I
consider myself a non-traditional
student."

Exit Interviews
During the month of May 1981,. there will be a series of special
meetings for all Seniors, June and August graduates, who have at any
time during their attendance at Bridgewater State College borrowed
money under the National Direct Student Loan Program.
During the course of these meetings, your obligations and privileges
regarding the repayment of your loan Will be reviewed. YOU will be
provided with sample repayment schedules, and other information dealing with payment deferments, teacher cancellations, etc. Also you will be
requested to complete certain information forms for the Financial' Aid
files.
This Exit Interview is extremely important. There are three major
meetings scheduled in the Student Union Conference room 4 and you
are urged to be in attendance at one of these meetings. The first meeting
planned is Wednesday, May 13, 1981, in Conference Room 4 at 10:00
a.m. - 11:00 a.rn. The second is Tuesday, May 19, 1981, in Conference
Room 4 at 2:00 p. m. -3:00 p.m. The final meeting is on Thursday, May 21,
1981, inConferenceRoom4at l:OOp.m. to2:00p.m. Ifyoucannotbein
attendance at one of these meetings, be sure that you make arrangernents'withtheflnandaJAid Office· by ca.lling.6f)7~8321, ext .. 257 ~ for ap,
appointment after graduation.

Nine Year Plan
continued
mind. I have been able. to have somewhat of an impact upon the college
community by means of this medium, the printed word, through this
venerable, old institution, The Comment.
The people whom rhave come into contact with here at B.S.C. are the
most important aspect of my stay here, with famous names l have been
able to interview ranging from Timothy Leary to Sen. Proxmire, to
Buffalo Bill Smith. Musicians I have interviewed include Herbie Mann,
Maynard Ferguson, Commander Cody, Carlos Montoya, John Sebastian, George Thorogood, among the ones that I have forgotten. My eyes
have been opened to many art forms presented here on campus ranging
from mime to film, consistently credible Ensemble Theatre productions
(perhaps the most thankless expense of time on campus) to traveling
shows such as Godspell. Memories of one particularly poignant Chorale
Christmas concert years ago in Horace Mann Auditorium swirl together
with the face of countless kids sitting on Santa's knee at the orphans'
Christmas party. Spring air at Carver's Pond mixes with thoughts of
swishing through an October pile of )eaves walking down School Street. .
The faculty on this campus (while some wish they were at Harvard) .
have displayed consistent professionalism in the face of non-professional
working conditions at many times and can match up with most all of the
private schools that one must mortgage the house to attend. Individuals
·have played an important part in my stay here, through my abnormal
progress I have needed help from manv. people and gotten it, three that
come to mind easily are Jim Plotner, Dave Morwick, and Torn Walsh.
These people and many others that I will not embarrass by putting their
names in print are part of what makes this schopl a great place. The
people at the Bookstore, secretarial staff in many offices, the people in
Student Services, Rick Veno at the Union (I always had a place to sit and
talk in his office), are some of the human legacy that makes me wish that
it took 20 years to graduate, but these people will be here after I leave,
helping other students. A special i:nention goes to th~ campus police,
with whom I was a frequent offender, but they never"' got" meas much as
they could have (parking-wise).
This column is not designed ifor the present underclassmen, but is
aimed at past dassmates who cannot read it, other people whom I will
not be able to thank personally for being a part of my !ife for the last few
years, and for the many professors who embodied what I have always
considered to be the ideal faculty-student relationship.
An era of my life has passed, one that has seen. me grow up, fall in love
here twice, learn about the world, learn about myself and others around
me. Sure it took me nine years to complete undergraduate school, but I
don't regret a minute of it. I carry with me a veritable kaleidoscope of
images and memories. As a final note of advice to undergrads, don't be
afraid to take time off from your studies. While out of school, I worked as
a forest ranger, a nursing home activifa~s director, went to Europe twice,
and worked as a police despatcher, valuable experiences all. Don't push
it if you aren't motivated, you have plenty of time. Finally, they don't
even let eighth-year seniors finish without library orientation.
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Well, it's been a tough and interesting semester for The Comment'sSGA News Department. Tough because we tried something new
and interesting because we met a lot of new people whose stories needed
telling. We had some harsh things to say from time to time--about SGA
elections, for instance·-and we took a few digs in return from our targets.
But, on the whole, we made a good start.
Next year, SGAC/Whispers plans to further expand our coverage of
Student Government at B.S.C. The staff has been reinforced, and we
also intend to make space available to SGA members who might want to
reply to our coverage or sound off about an issue of concern to them.
We also want to hear from the student body~ after all, SGAC/Whispers
belongs to them as much as it belongs to the writers and the SGA.
Thanks to all of the SGA members who cooperated with the staff in
getting SGAC/Whispers off the ground. We'd like to wish them, and our
readers, good times for the summer-·and good luck to those among you
who are moving on after graduation. We'll be seeing the rest of you in
September--God and Commonwealth of Massachusetts willing.

by Tom Gregg
What do they do with your SGA fee? Well, part of it, as we all know,
goes to the various dubs and organizations on campus, who are required
to endure the yearly SGA budget hearings in return for a slice of the pie
(see Daniel J. White's article elsewhere in this issue). That accounts for
about half the total take--about $58,000 this time around. What about
the rest?
If you want to find out you have to dive into the SGA' s Executive
Budget, which runs to about $61,000for1981-82. So what we have is a
pretty even split. Gosh, you say, that's a pretty hefty hunk of change,
and naturally you'd like to hear what they do with it.
Some of it goes for housekeeping--office supplies, postage, telephone,
etc., etc. But the bulk of it goes under the heading of Senate Projects.
Did you know, for example, that the SGA underwrites the Yearbook to
the tune of $12,000? Not very many students appear to be aware of that
very interesting fact. The SGA contribution makes it possible for those
who care to buy yearbooks to obtain them at low cost. The SGA also
supports the Day Care Center (just under $12,000) which enables that
facility to keep its charges down. Another $6,000 goes for Legal Aid. A
new feature under Senate Projects is the $1,000 allotted for the Model
United Nations program next year·-an obvious attempt to avoid the
·funding problems that cropped up this semester, and which readers may
remember as the subject of earlier Comment coverage.
These are just a few examples of what the SGA' s doing with your
money. In most cases it looks as though the.funds are being spent in
worthy causes; for example, another $1,500 is going for a fund-raising
account available to clubs and organizations. The one major expenditure open to criticism appears to be the yearbook's big bite of $12:000,
which seems to be far too much considering what you get. But 11\ost of
the cash is being SP.ent in worthwhile ways-·we'JI keep an eye on them,
though.

Dear Gabby,
With all the pressures of finals upon us and all the worry about taking
finals, I have heard a lot of my friends talking about taking speed to get.
them through finals week. I am contemplating using this but I'm nervous.'·
Is this dangerous? What is your opinion?
A Confused Freshman
Dear Confused Freshman,
There are many students using speed to"get them through," however,
there are more who are not and are still getting through. All I can dqjs
give you some facts and let you decide for yourself whether or not to take
the drug.
Speed is an amphetamine~ a synthetic dependency producing drug.
Amphetamines stimulate the central nervous system, dilate the pupils of
the eyes, dilate bronchial tubes, increase blood pressure~ raise body
temperature, and speed up heartbeat and breathing. Overdoses may
cause death from heat stroke, heart irregularities, or the rupture of a
blood vessel in the brain because of the increased blood pressure.
Amphetamines most often are taken because of the ways they affect
feelings and moods. They reduce or elimina'te feelings of fatigue and
depressionand make users feel elated, energetic, and alert. The effect of
amphetamines on performance is not~learcut. Generally, they increase
the alertness and motor ability of fatigued people, so that they can carry
out simple repetitive taks more effectively.
But, people who are not fatigued show no measurable improvment in
mental or physical skills .. And performance more actually deteriorate in
tasks~that require judgment, problem-solving. or complicated thinking!!
Before you decide, ·it's important that you're clear on whether it's
something you really want to do or if~s something you're doing because
of pressure foam your friends.
Gabby
·Dear Gabby,
Do you think short people make better lovers.
Need an Answer
Dear HNeed an Answer":
OF COURSE!!
Gabby

by Terri Cooney
In case you haven't noticed, sexual harassment has become a con·
troversial issue on this campus.
Everyone talks about it and jokes
about it, so that makes it controversial. But how many people really
understand it?
Sexual harassment is not only an
infringement on a person's body, it
is an overpowering of a human
being's rights. Whenever a person
feels that his life is somehow con·
trolled or manipulated by someone
else, then he or she is being
harassed. Plain and simply, it is a
case of the vulnerable being controlled by the aggressive.
Harassment of any kind is a violation of rights and ought not to be
joked about or talked about until it is

only way to have control over their
own lives is to not allow themselves
to be controlled by others.
It is is easy to say yes, I am for
equal rights, but it is harder to gain
credulity if one has never been
involved in some way.
Although the Seminar on Sexual
Harassment was productive, it was
only a beginning. Until the men stop
laughing and joking about sexual
harassment and until we begin to
unite and work together to fight for
our God-given human rights, we will
continue to suffer the effects of
unwanted attentions. Helplessness
will not only be a temporary nuisance in a woman's life, it could
become an accepted, unspoken
problem if we do absolutely nothing
about it.

by Daniel J. White
On May 5, the SGA held their $800.00 for a tournament, or the to cut their budget by $1,000.00, so
annual Wailing and Gnashing of Chorale Society, who needed that the Comment would have to
Teeth Day, formerly known as the $72 .00 for cleaning fees, spent at the take money out of their number two
SGA budget hearings. Budgets most five minutes accounting for account, the money used for any
from SGA-funded organizations on seeming discrepancies in their emergencies that might arise.
campus were reviewed by the budget packages.
Throughout these two proceedings,
Senate for recommendations and
If you were under the impression, pettiness and points that were
ratification. Club officers hold great however, that everything ran entirely irrelevent to the issue ran
trepidation over the prospect of smoothly for most of the night, there rampant. It was only the coc;il objecbeing raked over the coals, of having were isolated cases of pandemo- tiveness of such senators as Arthur
nightmarish visions of their funds nium in the SGA chambers. The Grant and Executive Assistant
slip through their fingers.
Int~rnational Club, . for ex~mple, Keith Benoit that kept the hearings
The hearing began smoothly, with spent an hour and fifteen minutes from becoming a total shambles.
the· . sen~to£s.;. eff\.cie.ntly.•.,~ndling . . ,. • ~~{qr~ .. !b~"'~§.Q~M1.,Jb~.,.• *~iQ,r.s, . The hudgets•now move ·to. SGA
each budget proP.osal. There was raged over whether or not to allo- President Bill Mullen for final approiittle questioning on the SGA's part, cate the club an extra ten dollars. val. Club officers hold their breath,
except for small points that the The SGA also spent considerable hoping that Bill, out of the kindness
senators felt needed clarification. time delving into the nature of the of his dear heart, will approve the
Such dubs as the Forensic Society, Comment's number two and three budgets and keep the clubs alive on
who had to explain why they needed accounts, debating whether or not campus.
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consider himself slightly less than are very special, not only to your
human because of "student" status? family, your friends and your comIf you feel that the system is wrong, munity. You are very special to you!
then fight it. The only system· You have no one to answer to but
fighting that is obvious on this cam- yourself. In· the final assessment,
pus is drug use and underage the only one you look at in the mirdrinking. If all those energies could ror is you. God put you on this
be rechanneled, just imagine what. earth, and what you do with your life
could be accomplished. The limits is your business. Don't let any outare endless.
.
side force deter you, or destroy you.
Stand up and be counted! You Be true to yourself!
Barbara Glauben

thoroughly understood. Perhaps
that is why certain teachers and
male students can laugh it off so
easily--they have never been in the
position of understanding what it
means to be overpowered, con·
trolled, or manipulated.
The issues of sexual harassment
and the situations that were
exposed at the sexual harassment
seminar provided those who
attended with a realistic picture of
the kind of harassment that occurs
daily, not only in college but, yes, in
the real world.
It is time that the women of this
campus become aware of the "one
down" position that they are in as
female students and do something
about it.
It is time that women realized the
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$tock Market $ense
by Louis M Ricciardi
Boy, those Japanese stocks
recommended a little over a month
ago are really soaring: Hitachi. .. up
16; TDK. .. up 11; Matsushita ... up
22; and Nippon . . . up 31! A wild
market indeed! And now, back to
New York:
The stock market has acted a bit
confused of late, as investors and
brokers have been sifting through
the tons of economic statistics
tossed at them each week, ·looking
for some indication of where the
market is headed. A report detailing
a drop in the money supply may
appear on one day, and the market
will go up. The next day, major
banks will raise their prime lending
rate (now 19-1/2%) and the market
will turn downward. Presently,
there is simply a lack of consistent,
positive economic news, and
although the negative news has not

been enough to spir a.major sell-off,
the Dow-Jones Industrial Average
still rests some 50 points below its
1981 high of 1024. But, if the nemesis of recent years, inflation, can
continue its present downturn (as of
April 30 the rate was averaging a
9.9% annual rate), other important
economic determinants should fall
in line as well, and 1981 should be a
good year for the stock market.
For those of you still waiting to
plunge into the stock market, but
only have a little capital to spend, an
investment in a company called
Energy Clinic Corp. can be had.
Energy Clinic Corp. is a relatively
new issue, and is currently priced at
$1.00 a share. The company aper·
ates a chain of retail and wholesale
energy stores that provide every
energy device from insulation to
solar panels, in addition to providing
energy "efficiency tests" for busi·
nesses to monitor their energy con-

sumption. Energy Clinic operated
three stores a year ago, and
reported a loss for that period. But
the company plans to open ten additional stores this summer, and
insider opinion expects Energy
Clinic to report a sizeable profit this
year which should prove quite favorable to the stock's performance.
Another company of interest at
this time is Offshire Logistics. This
company particularly well-situated
for growth as the offshore oil drilling
business picks up. Offshore provides marine and air services to the
oil and gas industry that are vital to
maintaining consistent, costefficient operations at sea. Its earnings have rebounded in recent
years, the company has readied
itself to take advantage of the com·
ing oil-drilling boom, and at a current price of $20 a share. the
company is reasonably priced.
In this week's spotlight is another

~<"

long-term debt, and produces effi·
young company with excellent
dent, well-built, and timely products
growth potential. This company is
that are compatible with most sysCorcom, Inc., and it manufactures
tems and have been well-accepted
powerline interference filters used in
by industry in general. Corcom' s
digital equipment to prevent malstock is traded in the over-thefunctions and meet government
counter market, and has been trademissions restrictions. The need for
ing publicly for a little more than a
this company's products has skyyear. Its shares currently sport a
rocketed in recent years, as society
price of $25 a share, and are worth
has become more computer and
consideration at this time.
electrically oriented. The radio freIf you should decide to try a little
quency filters Corcom manufac·
tures block out the tons of investing this summer with some of
electromagnetic frequency waves your Hextra" summer cash,
that have been generated by the remember that careful, intelligent
huge growth of the electronics investing can be rewarding. Any
industry of late. These filters have questions regarding stocks recomplayed an increasingly important mended in this column, or any par·
role in the growth of. technology, ticular company for that matter, can
because without filters of this kind, be sent to this writer in care of the
computer and electronic systems of editor of The Comment, and will be
all kinds would simply malfunction ·answered.
This week's Stock Watch: Coras a result of the billions of radio
waves in the air. Carcom is a well- com ($25) and West Co. ($29).
manage_d .. fi:m with
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(~eperately.{re~~~tly .. Ring~ Starr marrled ~ctres~ ·and

Rock at

27%
by Joe McDonald
A Trick gets Licked, Demise of a Dove and Goodbye to all That
Is Cheap Trick on its' way out? Looks that way! The group recently
had to cancel three shows in the Southeast because of poor ticket sales.
Meanwhile, ex-Trick bassist Tom Peterson has formed a new group that
features his wife Dagmar( couldn't be the sarrie Dagmar that I'm thinking
of, could it?) on vocals.
Linda Ronstadt., who's been keeping busy in the production of Gilbert
and Sullivan's Pirates of Penzance, is rumored to be working on an
album made IJP of greatjazz and blues songs. Included are works by Billie
Holiday and Sarah Vaughan.
Ex-Runaway Joan Jett made a visit recently to the locker room of the
Baltimore Orioles(I don't know why, I just report the stuff). She states
that her biggest thrill was meeting ace pitcher and Jockey shorts salesman, Jim Palmer. Joan's remark:"Oh God .. .I saw a naked Oriole.". No
one ever said that the girl was witty. (I wonder if she found out if they're
.
real or stuffed).
New albums are expected from Kraftwerk(Computerworld, their
first album in two years), Split Enz(WAIATA), The Secret Policeman's Ball( a benefit concert with Pete Townshend, Tom Robinson) Neil
Innes and John Williams) and Jim Steinman's long awaited Bad for
Good. You remember Steinman, don't you? Well, do you remember A
Small Circle of Friends? Remember Meatloaf? No? Trust me! Fantasy
artist Richard Corben has painted the HheavenlyN cover. Musicians
include Todd Rundgren,Paradise by the Dashboard Light's Ellen Foley,
ex-Elton John sideman Davey Johnstone and the New York
Philharmonic.
.
The new Arbitron radio listings are ou·t and very little has changed in
Boston. WCOZ is still number one, followed by sister StationWHDH;
AM, KISS-108, WBCN, WVBF and WRKO-AM. WAAF is apparently
so far gone, that it has dropped out of sight. Speaking of radio, congratulations to WBCN's new wave king, Oedipus, for receiving the Program
Director position· at WBCN. Locally, Bill Hoffrhanis Program Director
again at WBIM, Kathleen Haggerty has been appofoted Music Director,
Rick Rice maintains Office Manager and Peter George will be the News
Director. Congratulations
Just how disgusting is Ozzy Osbourne? Well, the ex-Black Sabbath
and current Blizzard of Ozz vocalist went to a marketing meeting at CBS
records recently. He reportedly pulled a live dove from out of his pocket
and, according to Ozzy, he "chewed its ****ing head off." With that, he
spit the remains of the bird out onto the table. His next disc is entitled
Diaty· of a Madman. Must be autobiographical. ·
Old Uncle Meathead, Frank Zappa, is releasir,ig. his next album
through mail order. The first release on his new Barking Pumpkin label,
distributed by CBS Records, will be called Tinseltown Rebellion. That
·one will be· a double album available through normal markets, but his
three volumes of instrumental guitar music will not be. The discs, called
Shut up and Play Your Guitar, Shut up and Play Your Guitar
Some More and Return of the Son of Shut up and Play Your
Guitar, will be available through Barking Pumpkin in the U.S. and
Canada by mail-order. Pricing ranges from $9.98 for one, $18.98 for two
and $26.98 for the entire set. Another disc, You are What You is will be
released through nornal distribution in September.
THIS IS A REUNION? DEPT. George Harrison's new album, Somew'here
England will released Wednesday, May 27. It features Ringo
Starr on drums 'and Paul and Linda McCartney on vocals on a track
dedicated to John Lennon, entitled All Those Years Ago. The Trio taped
their segments individually and were not together in the studio at any one
time.
Three weeks ago; Rush's AU the World's a Stage became their first
Platinum album. Two weeks ago, 2112 went Platinum. Now Moving
Pictures has become ·their third Platinum album(In three weeks, no
less). ALSO, congratulations to· the three couples who were married-

in

Bach. Former Wet Willie vocalist Jimmy Hall married Karen Shelton on
April 25 in Nashville. And lastly, the heavy metal marraige of the century:lead guitarist Eddie Van Halen to acfress Valerie Bertinelli on April 11. I
guess that they'll have to take that one One Day at a Time. Thatn
means us guys can finally stop holding up her poster with one hand(Stop
that man before he jokes again!). Good luck to all.
Bob Marley, the Rastarfarian reggae star, died May 11 at the Ceder of
Leban non Hospital in Miami. Marley, who wrote such hits like I Shot the
Sherri! was 36. The cause of death was diagn9sed as a brain tumor.
Marley had been admitted to the Sloan-Kettering Cancer Research
Center last October for what was termed as exhaustion. This writer
thinks that Marley knew that he had the cancer that killed him and
continued on none the less.
Much to your dismay(maybe not} this will be the last edition of Rock
at ...(at least under iny by-line). After four years here at The Comment,
I'm graduating from BSC and taking this column with me. As far as a
continuing music feature, it's up to you to see that it gets done. I've
immensely enjoyed that last two years writing this(Rock at 25, Rock at
25%, Rock at 26, Rock at 26¥,i, Rock at 27, and Rock at 27%) and
will hopefully have the chance to do it again sometime.
Good Lutk, Good Bye and don't forget to keep on roll·
in'.

~ngra-ts, ·

Graduates

·contest
Winner
AtBSC
Freshman Patricia Marie Barry'
has been named one of 25 winners in
the National College Poetry
Contest which was advertised in the
Comment in· March.· Patty's poem
"Many Appreciations" will appear in
. a semi-annual anthology, American
Collegiate Poets -· Spring Concours
1981. The book, which is to be
published in July, is a collection of
. the best contemporary poetry
written by college· men and women
in America, representing every state
in the nation. Patty is an Elementary
Education . Major. wh.o lives in
Woodward Hall. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Barry of
Marston Mills, MA

BSC

Choral Society
Spring Concert
Thursday,
8:00 sharp

S.U. Auditorium
Free Admission.

Good show.

Her Hands Will
Dance, Her
Heart Will Sing"
by Barbara Glauben
Director Stephen Levine pres~ played Carolyn's mother. She cemented his most challenging project municated solely with sign language.
to date with this production of deaf At no time was there ever a probiem
. theater. This delightfully innovative of .understanding.
presentation deserved larger
Roger Dickinson as grandfather,
audiences than they received, how- and Daniel Arnelas as Vic were the
ever, the May production tradition- other deaf cast members.
ally has low ticket sales, for some . The other B.S.C. cast members
unknown and unfair reason.
were: Mary Ellen .Keen, Robyn
There were many bright spots in Silva, Lisa Caron·, Stephen· Lee,
this production. However, bou- Donald ~aillargeon, and John .
quets must be awarded to Carolyn Richards magnificently rounded out
O'Neil, whose abilities are just being the company. All were required to
recognized. Carolyn had the.diffi· learn signing, however. Mary Ellen
cult responsibilify of ading, signing, Keen did an excellent job as she set
and learning the vocal inflections of up the story line, ·and provided ·
a deaf person. She did all three much of the interpretation between
superbly.
characters.
An .equally stellar performance
Threaded through this warm
was turned in by Michael Ricciardi. story was the plea to belong, t6 be
This super-talented young man will .part of society. As years go by, .
more and more deaf citizens are tak~
do great things in future theater.
This reporter discovered that ing their rightful place in education,
many families of deaf people, in the industry and the .arts. Phenomenal
audience, were under the impres- advances have been made in the
sion that both Carolyn and Michael areas of speech and hearing handle·
were deaf. However, they worked aps. More advances will come.
very skilfully around the deaf actors
Thanks to the efforts of Stephen
in this production.
Levine and the members of EnsemJeanne Ouellette, a graduate of ble Theatre, much understanding
Boston School for the Deaf, and has been broughtto audiences,. It is ,
now an employee of the First this reporter's sincere ·hope that
National Bank of Boston, beautifully · more will. be done in this area~
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0 pera? Isn't that just a chance for
the upper classes to socialize and
fall asleep?· True, opera has
historic:;ally been a high society art,
but primarily because operas are so
expensive to produce. Opera New
England, under the artistic direction
of Sarah Caldwel~ is making opera
more affordable and more
accessible to the public. On
Monday, May 18th, Greater
Brockton Opera New England will

present Donizetti ' s " D on
Pasquale," an Italian comic opera, at
the Brockton High School Fine Arts
Auditorium.
The plot revolves around two
popular themes of Italian comic
theater; a rich man whose relatives
are anxious about his inheritance,
and an elderly bachelor who falls for
and marries a younger woman. The
opera was written in 1843 when
arranged marriages were the rule.

Sung in English, "Don Pasquale " is
funny yet sensitive and as this is a
professional opera group, it should
be an excellent performance for the
first time opera goer.
If you appreciate music and
theater you will enjoy the opera, so
experience "Don Pasquale" without
any preconceptions -· it's
guaranteed to keep you awake.
Ticket info: 588-0245.
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See the
Pretty
People
The Brockton Art Museul")1 .Fuller Memorial is hosting an
exhibition of the color and handcolored photographs of Maryjean V.
Crowe. This exhibit will run from
May 18th through June 21. A
resident of North Easton, MA, Ms.
Crowe is working toward her
S~GQI\cl ma~ter~. <i~sree:fro.m Rhode

Tsiand School of Design. As an art

teacher, she developed and
implemented an extensive
photography and film maling
program for Brockton High School
and has taught many art courses in

Take to

the Hills

On exhibit now through May 30 at
the Art Building Gallery is a selection of Art Work done by Senior Art
Majors and Graduate Students. The
juried exhibit reflects a wide variety
of styles and media, including painting, graphics, sculptures, and crafts.
Awards selections for Best of
Show and Honorable Mention will
be made by Professor Sam Burchill,
Chairman of the Art Department of
Massasoit Community College.

The Trailside Museum in Milton,
is one of the finest natural history
museums in Massachusetts. On display at this museum are native wild
animals and plants, including
snakes, owls, raccoons, and foxes.
Well-marked trails to the Blue Hill
the school system. Her photo- Observatory (Y2 mile hike, uphill)
graphs have been included in start behind the museum. Open 10
numerous JI.Jew· England exhibi- to 5 ·every day except Monday, 50¢
tions.
·,
for adults, 25¢ for children. A good
Plimouth Plantation is a fascinatMs. Crowe's photographs
take for a spring walk, or take the ing place for a day trip in the spring.
investigate the interaction of people kids to see the animals.
The staff portray the actual resiand their surroundings. She says of
dents of 1627 Plimouth, acting out
her work, "Children, teenagers,
the .day tq d9'Y .routine ota colonist..
~ p.dults. . , .in·· discos,. roUet>skaUng ·
Demonstrations of musket drills,
rinks, and Boston bars. How they
cooking over a wood fire, tending .
look, what they wear ... the way they
the gardens and the animals are just
carry themselves ~nd relate to or
a few of the unique experiences that
retreat from their sun oundings.,,
Plimouth has to offer. Every once in
The Museum is open Tuesday
a while there is a reenactment of a
through Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.
Pilgrim trial and punishment. The
Plantation is proud of the recent
purchase of .animals which are the
appropriate· breeds that were used

Campus
Art

Go Back to 1627

East Bridgewater Commercial Club
1 Nielsen.Ave.- Off Route 18
(378-2032)

TICKETS AVAILABL..E NOW!!!
Saturday May 16th
JOHN LINCOLN WRIG:HT"··
& the .Sourrnash Revue
His· LatestAlbum, "You
Can't Get There From Here"
will be available ...
Wear your \;owbo~; hats!!
Last Indoor Eve:1t of the . Spring

4th

1 July

Outdoor ,Concert!
With your favor:ite bLJnds... Don't Miss it
Have a Good summer.,..
See you
the Fall
~~~~~-,~~~~

in 1627 Plimouth. Several animals
are due to deliver little animals this
spring!
Another recent addition to the
Plantation is the Wampanoag Indian
Settlement, staffed by actual native
Americans who are learning the
Indian language of the Wampanoags, the first Indians the Pilgrims
came in contact ,with. The Plantation .is open every day
from 9 to 5, $4.50 for adults, 2 .25 for
children, but well worth it. Picnic
grounds available within the
grounds. Kids under 5 free.

Venice Afternoon
Take in the Gardner Museum, est in Venice accounts for the
behind the Museum of Fine Arts, on number of objects and architectural
the Arborway some quiet afternoon devices from that citY: balconies and
when you have nothing to do. Sun· window frames of marble, paintings,
day, May 17 at 4 there will be a flute
and sculptures. The trustl:!es conand harp concert of Bach in the
tinue the tradition of beautifully
Music Chamber. At this time of blooming flowers in the inner court·
year. the most stunning feature of yard, as well as maintaining the out·
this museum is the Courtyard at the
side gardens, which are open in
center of the museum building,
warm weather. There is a nominal
designed by Isabella Stewart charge at the door. The museum is
Gardner ·in. the style of an Italian - operiTuesday 1 to9:30, Wednesday
palace of the XV Century. Her inter· through Sunday 1 to 5:30.

Celebrate at BSC
On May 15, 1981 th~ Student U~ion Program Committee will sponsor
the Spring Outdoor Concert cookout, featuring the "View". There will be
a limited number of "Spring Day 1981" tee shirts on sale on this day. The
concert will be from 4:00pm to 7:00 pm and please remember for the sake
of future concerts-no alcohol please!! Later on that night the Program
Comm, will have "Wavelength" in the Rat from 9:00-.1:00. They have
appeared at BSC and have received rave reviews. So an· attend for a
wonderful. dav in SorinQ.
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Sports
Elegant Violence
This past Saturday was a great the ten. Marty seemes fairly pleased the endzone for four points. Other
day to end a great season. That's as he waltzed it into the endzone of team members that gave it their all
exactly what the Bridgewat~r Bridgewater's third try of the game, in this game as well as all season long
R.F.C. did with two games against_ the points after were good, off the are: George Mitsiaris, Steve (Jama)
the Boston R .F. C ., before a crowd foot of Alfred Mubanda to make the Ijams, Buck Whittle, Billy Jaques,
Dave Higgins, Peter Thorborne;
of approximately 200 fans. In the final score 17-6.
first game the Bridgewater (A) team
But as any good "rugger hugger" Paul (Dino) Godino, Hogie Charmidefeated the Boston Minutemen by knows there's alot more to a rugby de, Gerry Gelliveau, Mike Emde,
a score of 17-6. Bridgewater wa~ the game than the score. The scrum did Bill Bazin, Kevin Richardson,. Mike
aggressor right from the opening an outstanding job with all the dirty Ryan, Mitch, Jerry Lange, Mark
kick off and scored the first try of the work. Len Houlker, DanSerria, Tim Colbert, Jack Nicholas, Mike
by Susan Pacetti
played well this season. They lost a
game on a beautiful run by Dave Kennedy, Rob Short, Mark Bishop, Steve Bardwell, Mike
The BSC Girls' J.V. softball team few close games at the start of the
Nelson, the points after were missed Arnoldy, Alfred Mubanda, Tim Cominski, and Tom Cornacchio.
finished their season yesterday on a season that could have gone either
and Bridgewater was in the lead4-0. :Murphy, and Tom Hart, pushed,
The Bridgewater A team {Black
disappointing note. The girls lost to way. Hopefully, next year practices '- Dave Nelson scored again when he pulled, clawed, and banged their Beauties) finished the season with a
U-Mass. Amherst 9-4 in 10 ii:tnings. will start sooner, and the players will
took the ball into the endzone on an way to the ball with an unsurmoun- 4-1 record as they defeated Quincy
B.S.C. iumped out to a qUtck 4-0 be ready for a godd season. The
explosive run down the sidelines table amount of power. Pat Ennis (A) 20-6, Providence College (A) 44lead in the first inning. Three of the team was made up of Coach Irving
breaking tackless and. outrunning did an excellent job at scrum half O, Boston Minutemen 17 -6, and Plyruns came in on a 3 run homerun by Harding, players: Susan Pacetti,
the defenders. Again the points after getting the ball out of the scrums, mouth State (A) 9-3, in the U~Mass
Johanne Lambert. Unfortunately, Terry Riley, Debby Ohlson,
were missed and the lead was now rucks, mauls, and line-outs, and out Tournament. Their only defeat was
the girls couldn't score again Johanne Lambert, Maria Virtone,
8·0. A couple of minutes later an to our line of fleet footed backs.The to Babson .{A) in .the U-Mass
although they had a few other chan- Barbra Gardiner, Silvia Escoto,
offside call against Boston gave backs performed well as they kept Tournament in a heart breaking 8· 7
ces. U-Mass tied the game in the top Michelle Dineen, Sally Thomas,
Bridgewater a penalty kick, the Boston on their toes the majority of last minute loss. THis game also
of the seventh inning with two outs Mary McCarthy, Evelyn Jimenez,
mark was set off to the right of the the game. Dave Nelson, Marty marked the end of the season for
and girls on second and third. A Donna Ruseckas, and Stacy Haingoal posts about 30 yards out, the Kelly, Jeff Cabral, Rick Anderson, Kevin Richardson, the scrum's main
sharply hit ground ball gave the line. Their record ·included wins ·
kick was taken by Len Houlker and Jeff McCorrison, Steve Walsh, and work horse; he left the game with an
infield trouble and a run scored. Ir.. against Northern Essex, 5- '- it split the uprights, to give Bridge· Steve Gordan all did a great·job in ankle injury never to return.
the bottom of the seventh B.S.C. 4,Harvard, 17-3, Dean Junior,6-3,
- The Bridgewater B team (Killer
water an 11-0 lead. The only Boston this department.
had runners on first and second witr Becker,8-5, and Northern Essex 16score came as the half was coming
In the second game of the after- Bees) ended their season with a 3.3
two outs, but couldn't get anyone 6. The defeat came against Dean
to the end as Rick Jordan took the noon the Bridgewater B team (Killer record. They defeated Providence
home. U-Mass next scored in the Junior,6-3, Mitchell,5-3 (10 innings),
ball for the try, the points after were Bees') took on a much more expe- College (B) 16-3, Brookline (A)28-4.
top of the tenth. They scored 5 SpringfieldJ.V. 9-4:and5-4,Becker,
good, bringing the score at half time rienced team in the Boston and Mass. Maritime (A) 8-0. They
unanswered runs and the game was 7-6, and U-Mass Amherst 9-4, (10
to 11-6.
Stranglers, the end result was a 12-4 Jost to U-Mass (D} 9-3, Boston
over. Barbra Gardiner pitched weli innings.) Although they ended up
The second half didn't have as victory for Boston. The score Stranglers 12-4, and in their second
the first five and one third innings with a losing record the girls played
much scoring as the first half but it doesn't tell what kind of a game it game of the same day to Mass. Mariallowing four runs. Susan Pacetti well in all their games, always giving
did have plenty of good ole hard really was as the Killer Bees con- time (B) 6·0.
got the loss in relief.
100%. Hopefully next year will be
hitting Rugby. Bridgewater showed trolled most of the game. The
So as you can see, it was a great
The defeat dropped B.S.C.'s final better. I know the girls will do their
their loyal fans why rugby fans all Bridgewater scrum was doing an day, and a great season to celebrate,
record to 5-6. Howei7er, the team best.
over New England are talking about outstanding job of controlling the which is exactly what everyone did.
them as their aggressiveness was a ball and the backs did a great job Just remember, if you lose a rugby
noticable factor in their bid for their with the offensive attack. A couple .game, you can always win the partyfourth win in five games. The only of defensive mistakes, and a try that ... that's the hidden beauty of rugby.
score of the second half came when was called back gave Boston the Hope to see you all out next fall to
Len Houlker made a suprising run win. Bridgewater's only try of the cheer on the Black, Yellow, and Red
The Bridgewater Men's Lacrosse The Bears faced the Bostate B team (for a prop) cutting against the flow game was scored by Chris Ryan in in another· interesting season of
Club evened its record at 1-1 on as the A team was geari.ng up for the of Boston players breaking tackles the second half as his hard running "Elegant Violence."
Tuesday of last week with a last- r--:ew ~ngl~nd .a~? National Cham- and p~ssing it to Marty K~lly <:'round and determination brought him into_ . ... . . .. .. . . , .
. . ·.. . .
minute 5-4 win over Mass. Institute p1ons~1ps m D1v1s1on 3. T~e Bostate . ¥Jf-'f'f¥'f¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥Jf.¥¥¥¥¥"f ¥¥¥ ¥¥Jtf.:Jf.'1-¥¥¥'1-¥¥¥¥'f¥¥.:Jf.¥¥¥'Jf-'I-¥¥-¥¥¥-¥¥
of Technology. B.S. C. was up at the Warnors had numerous high school it
half 3-0. At the end of the third players from the more powerful+:
quarter. they were up 4-0 before the schools in the state si:ch as Newton ~
MIT Beavers came back with four North, Concord Carlisle and Need- -tc
quick fourth-quarter goals. The 1 ham. As well as having some of ~he +:
fourth-quarter see-sawed back and best talent out of the area high -+c
forth with each team having. its schools, they. also h~ve a very tal- ~
share of scoring opportunities.
ented coach m Gord10 Webb. who -+c
With less than 1-1/2 minutes to play, year after year directs them to .the -+c
Charlie Connolly put home B.S.C.'s college tournament. Hopefully m a ic
fifth goal at:td that's where the score few years the Bears will be able to
stayed. Althoua_h the game was play such high caliber !across with ic
anyone in Division III this year. Thatfiedfor the 1500 meters by running
marred with many penalties for both national powerhouses such as Bos- iC by Gary Levesque
The T earn sent seven members to throw gave him second in the meet 3:54.2--a school record that will take
sides, including a third-quarter fight, tate, UNH, and UMass.
~
the Eastern meet at Springfield Col- and was his best. ·John Costigan awhile to break. Andy Ursch took
the B.S.C. men showed their comThe Bears finished up their sea- .iC
lege on April 2 and to the Division III continued to be strong as he won second again although he did not
posure and good improvement after son last wee~ with. a game at Way- ic
New England at Bowdoin College.in both the800mand 1500m. Another have one. of his better days. The
previous practices and games. The land H.ighSchool on Thursday. The -+c
Brunswick, Maine,.on May 9, to see record was set in the lOOm dash as mile relay team broke their record
defensive play was. very aggressive Warriors.proved tobeagoodmatch i<
both Andy Ursch in the shotpu~ and Brian "now you can call me Flash"' again and set the record at 3:28.0
as many of the Beaver players left for the Bears as the Wayland coach ~
John Costigan on the 1500. miters Holmes set a school record at 10.9, and just missed being All-New Engthe game early after being injured. Dexter Chadsy assembled . the ic
to qualify for the Division III Nation-' and placed third in the finals to make land as he came .in 8th place. As a
.B.S.C. goalieRonRazzaniplayedan B.S.C. men before.the game to ask -tc
als to .be held May 29 & 30 in Cleve- .the all east team and did Ursch and team, they were in the upper h~if of
excellent game stopping 32 of 36 them not to .hit his high school boys ic
land, Ohio.
These were the Costigan.
twent~Hhree schools.
MIT shots. The goals for B.S.C. too hard as th~y were still in the ~
highlights as the team proved sue- The Division III New England was ·Ex<;ept' 'tor Costigan, Ursch, and
. were: Eric .Beers 4;, Charlie Con- middle o.f their se~son ..This too~ i<
cessful despite having o'nly 7 a fine place to run as the weathE:?r 6rian Holmes who will run the th.e
nolly 1, as a~sjsts were given to Mike away a good PC?rt11;:m ~f the. Bears -tc
members!
..
was good and the track was superb: 100-meter dash at the All New EpgMendelsberg·, om Daly and Davis game as the. edefense IS keyed on . ic
The
easterns
at
Springfield
saw
John
Costigan who is no stranger to lands, the season is over.. It is at this
Scribner, :. ·
· ··
hitting. Although the Wayland boys: -+c
Ursch throw 157'6H' a new school the Nationals as he has been there time I would personally like to wish
The following Thursday, the were intimidated by the size of the ~
record and the fourth bes~ throw for twice before in the 800 meters, quali· them the best as they go along.
Bears travelled to the Smith Street college team, as soon as they found ic:
Playground in Boston to play a very out that the Bears' hitting game was ic
overpowedng Boston State taken away, theybecamemorecon7 ic
Lacrosse team. The final score .in fid~nt in their play. The final scor~ in ~
this mismatch was Boston State 19, this game was 7 to 7. Th~ sconng ic
B.S.C. 2. Goals in this game were was to Jay Gallagher, Enc Beers, -+c by Gary Levesque
water was very strong with eight Each member ?f these events was
by Mike Katz and Eric Beers. With and Crr~rlie Connolly 2 each, with a iC
The running Bears have com- members making all conference and all-conference ,m a...~eet that had.
an assist going t9 Keith Dorrington. single .goal goinq to.Tom Daly.
. : pleted their season at 6-0- as they-: seven of those eight qualified for well ovet: 150 part1c1pants. Ot~er
defeated Stonehill Bryant and past seasons meets. The team was members that placed were Bnan
.
.
iC Nichols. The record is ir)dic~tive of led b¥ John Costigan who won both, Holmes i~ .the l~O i:ieters, . (;aty
the success met by the team under the 1500 meter and 800 meter races. Levesque m the high 1ump. ". .
Proud .and' Sean Franchi, with 5 · third-year. coach Ed Lussier, even Second place saw Arby Urschjn the ' The ye.ar as a whole was enjoy.a·
by Sean .Fr.anchi
This. past.Sundqy, .BSC held its under par each. These two ultimate . ·.·-tc though the team has very few \discus~ Joe Vierr~ on the' sh~t"put, hie for this small group who worke~
Second Annual Frisbee Golf Tour- frisbee pro's used spedal molded -+c members. The· team was a true and Scott Flesch m the Ion~ 1ump. hard e~ery day. The season will
nament. It was a huge success,Jar- disc's for their game;. In Third Place ~ example of quality vs.quantity, as 'The relay teams placed third with close with a -so!tball sar:-e ,and the
gely due the fact that seventeen was Cullen Gustafson, who shot a iC most members placed every meet. the mile relay team of Dave Raposa,. annual meet with. the girls .team.
people participated in the tourna· tee under par. Cully used two fris- -+c The success was carried over to the Winky Paige, John Costigan, and Next year we will be looking for
ment. The crowd was mainly com- bees, a 141 gram for tee shots and -+c state meet which saw the team Gary Levesque break the previous anyone interested and for an even
posed of. BSC golfers, however, an HDX for his putts; In Forth Place
placed third(the best ever.)
record of 3:29.9 by 1.5 seconds. more successful year.
there was· a few new faces from was Terrence Murphy who took 4th ,..
Outside of the super powers of
Brockton High School who first with a 9 under par; In Fifth Place ~ Fitchburg and Westfield, Brid~eshowed their skills at Bridgewood was Mike Doyle who shot a 6 under ic
Disc Golf.
·
par, using a 14.1 gram frisbee.
ic
A special thanks to our caddy's is iC
,
Here's a run down on the top five
golfers: Jn First Place was T.J. due, without their cooperation the !¥-¥--¥-¥¥¥¥-¥--¥-¥¥¥¥¥-¥-¥¥¥-V-¥-¥Jf.¥¥¥¥-¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥"f¥¥'f¥-¥¥¥¥¥-'f¥·
Lacey who shot an 18 under par for tournament just would not have
·
27 holes; In Second Place were Joe been the same.
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The Running
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by Neil Bunick
Here it is the last week of classes,
believe it or not, making this the last
"On the Roads Again" article of the
season. I have enjoyed the opportunity to write such a unique column
devoted entire:v to running. I would
like to thank eveiyone for their comments and encouragement.
I therefore think it appropriate to
review some of the top running performances in the area in the past few
months.
Boston Athletic Association
runner won the Bridgewater Breeze
6.2 mile road race on March 1, 1981.
Winners of the race sponsored by
the Bridgewater Running Club were
Brian Pickell in 31:19 and Debbie
Mueller(from BSC)~ for the ladies in

37:37..•

Toshihiko Seko of Japan and Allison Roe of New Zealand won this
year's Boston Marathon both setting new course records. In my early
predictions, I picked· Seko to win
and Bill Rodgers for second placeRodgers finished third with an excel·
lent time. Some of my other
favorites had super races including
CraigVirgin(2nd), Greg Meyer and
Randy Thomas. For the women,
. Roe surprised me and everyone
including herself. Patti Catalano was
runner up to Roe and· Joan Benoit
came in third; they were my top two
picks. Jacqueline Gareau and
Nancy Conz also lived up to my
expectation· in the Boston
Marathon.
Ron Wayne returned to the
Bridgewater area· to run his way to a
first place victory·l6:06-in the Sixth
Annual Patriots Day Road Race

Some upcoming races which you
held on April 23, 1981. The 3.5 mile
race was sponsored by the Bridge- may be interested in are:
May 16-Brockton, MA. 6.2 miles.
water State Cotlege Political
Science Club and Fayva Co. 12 noon at Oscar Raymond School.
Wayne, orginally from Brockton Contact-Tom Knudson. Bridgeand now living in California runs water Running Club, Bridgewater
with the best of them-he finished State College, Bridgewater, MA
fourth in the Boston marathon a few 02324.
May 17-Newton Centre, MA 6.2
years back.
Kathy Carnes of Peabody and miles llAM at Spaulding School,
SSC ran a fine race on Patriots Brookline Street. Contact-Howard
Day( in benefited the American Passman, Temple Beth Avodah, 45
Heart Association), to lead all Puddingstone Lane; Newton Cenwomen in 19:48. Ms. Carnes has tre. 02159(627-0045).
~fay 24-Barnstable, MA. 13.1
established herself locally as a quality runner to be dealt with. She had a miles at 9AM, Barnstable High
good race on May 3, in Michael's School. Contact Great Hyannis
Mall Road Race in Winthrop, finish- Road Race, 105 Stevens St., Hyaning just under forty minutes for the nis, MA 02601.
May 31-Holyoke, MA. 26.2 miles,
6.2 mile course.
Ed McGill now attending Boston at 11:30AM, Mountain Park, Rte. 5.
College has had an .excellent season ·Contact-Walter Childs.
May 31-Warwick R.l. 6.2 miles at
on the roads. The red-haired sophomore transferred to BC· this year lOAM, Bishop Hendrichen High
from Bridgewater where he lead the School. Contact Mark Skindle, 24
BSC cross coutry and track team in Sunnyside Dr., Warwick R.l. 02889
pratically every race in 1979-80. (401) 738-4409.
June7-Brockton, MA.3.1 plus7.9
McGill has run in some of the most
competitive road races held in Mas- miles at llAM, Cardinal Spellman
sachusetts this year. To his credit High School. Contact-Cardinal
include a third place finish in the Spellman High School Alumni Road
popular ten mile· Plodders race in Race, 738 Count Street, Brockton,
North Easton in February with a MA 02402 .
June 7-Sharon, MA 6.2 miles at
time of 51:24. In the 9. 7 mile Lynn
Road race Ed finished fourth in lOAM, Sharon Community Center.·
48:51. He has gained the respect of Contact-Dale Van Meter, 66
fellow runners, including Scott Gra- Summet Ave, Sharon, MA 02067.
June 20-Hull, MA. 6.2 miles at
ham of the New Balance Track
Club, who finished . 15 seconds 10AM, Hull High School. Contact·
ahead of McGill in the Lynri race. Hull Jaycees, P.O.Box 225, Hull,
After the race Graham said, "You MA 02045
Enjoy the summer and good runknow who's coming on fast? Eddie
McGill. He hung tough. He was ning to all of you! Until the next time,
I'll see you "On the Roads Again."
working for it."

~~~n~s~~~~~~,.~~S~$i·s~
In the eventthatastrike is held Monday,May 18, 1981, students

'·'~rt~

~lr~~l~W:~~fjf~Wf~~!~,~~~~~!~~:~·

as Planned!! ·
Please attend!! Students. will meet in the Quadrangle in front of
Boyden Hall at 9:00 a.m. on Monday. May 18. SENIORS. Please
bring your cap and gown.
We must exercise our power. : .
We gain the most power by being ,united;
For more information, call Liz at 697-6831 or KathJJ at 697·4682.

Placement Of/ic'! Anno.uncements
CPP Office··Summer Schedule. The Career Planning & Placement
Office. will be. open throughout the entire summer. Staff & resources wiil
be available to assist y9u.
Upcoming graduate and professional exams.· There are several
examinations that most graduate or professional schools use in their
admissions process that will be given this summer as well as next year.
Several are in the fail just after school begins, with application deadlines
during the summer. If you need the application form, please stop by the
CPP office prior to leaving campusfor:the summer.
EXAM
. EXAM DATE
APPLICATION DEADLINE
MCAT (med.) 9-12-1981
Aug; 7, 1981
Dental
10-3-81
Sept; :.6, 1981
GRE
6-13-81
May 19 {latest)
Natl. Tchr.
.· May 20, 1981
Exam (NTE) 6-20-81
GMAT
7-15-81
June 9, 1981
MERC CONFERENCE
April 22-24 marked a significant recruiting event in Baston in which
Bridgewater State College participated. At that time, 52 out-of-state
school systems came to Massachusetts to interview the senior education
m~jors and alumni (ae) of the 30 colleges which are MERC members.
The final participation was 799. Of these, Bridgewater State had the
hi~hest number of the 30 colleges: 99. We were followed by Boston
College wil 92 and the numbers went down from there. Here's hoping
that many of our.fine education graduates and alumni (ae) find the
challenging teaching positions they so seriously seek, even if it is out of
state.
A note of thanks to the Education faculty, the Division of Continuing
Education (especially Roger Provost), and the Comment for assisting the
CPP Office in its attempts to get the word out on campus about this
unique opportunity.
·
BRIDGEWATER COUNCIL ON AGING:
A "Do You Remember Fair" sponsored by the Friends of the Bridgewater Council on Aging will be held on Saturday May 16, 1981 , from
11:00 a.rri. until,4 p.m. i.n the center of Bridgewater. People of all ages will
be participating. in this gala event in honor of Bridgewater Senior·
Citizens.
Activities planned include Senior Citizens King and Queen clowns and
strolling minstrels. Several booths will be set up displaying crafts, herbs,
plants and food. Various organizations in the Community of Bridge·
water will also have interesting booths.
·
.
So come reminisce old times at. the "Do you remember Fair" on May
16th. For more information, call 697-8618.

To Carol, Mary, Sue, and Kathy,
Thanks for being such good friends.
You've given me the most important
gift~Happiness! Now shut-up you
stupid tarts!! love Linda
To,.atf th,e girls in Wood Hall section
5, thanks for a great year and many
great friendships. You're all T errific! !Love Linda D.
Jone: it's been great having coffee
and pickir.lg up hunks with you. I'm
·sure. gonna· miss your taste in men!
· I'm definitely goona miss you
though, you made it easier to bear.
Good luck with Graduating, I know
you'll be missing S.H and J.G.F.
immensely; Do11't you dare forget
me!!L(We ya, Pegs .
.

Maloney; well, do you think we ·can
'the Hop'? Maybe
. survive a year
our Lucky number will help. Hope
you have a long summer, Hope its a
good one! P.8.0.T.
To Bob-Thanks for putting up with
me for the past year. I hope it will get
easier now .. I know it will! One year
later--! Love you!! Love, Louise
Mellon Head,(Mel), Are you for
real? Your a concept! It has been
one hell of a year."(lt has been only
one year right) l have the feeling
BSC has not heard the last of the Big
"O". I hope it was as good for you as
it was for me. Bunky (Fresman)
P.0.P; (punk out Pazz): we hope at
your next punch party you can keep
everyone under control and there's
some punch left by the time we get
there; We'll be waiting to punk out
with you!

at

Leeks, jock of the night, star of the
game, and now member of the
Palmer planning committee! .What
Success! Good job Tom! Who
knows what's next.
Fuse- We]}, you made it thru the
year. Only finals to take now. The
Easterns in .Intercourse went well!
(hopefully) No more tickie or ehh?!
We'll see. It was a great year anyknow. Love,. Big·Knees.
Aud, . All l want to· go through· the
rest of my life is beside me. Love
SAG --P;S. Always and Forever
To room 87 Wood, Thanks for a
super year, Love room 89 Wood
Marie and tsunako, looking forward to another wild and crazy year
in 81-82!
PENNY PARTY PARTICIPANTS:
What a great way of celebrating four
years of sharil)g and -caring
together. Good luck to all of you! I'll
miss you-~Signed, The Interrupted
Poet/Powder Pourer
Rusty:. It's been easy getting to know
you. Thanks for the good ·times,
sure am gonna miss you too! When
I'm out of law school, I'll handle your
divorce. Take care ofJ.R. and all the
little ones, mayhe I can teach them
how to drink someday. Keep in
touch, Love Peg

Free Kitten-Tiger, 8 wks old, Box
trained, see Rick Veno, S;U. Directors Office
Wanted:· An Apartment to sub-let
for the Summer, CaUShawn Sweeney, .leave message between 9-5,
364·2000 Ext. 4104
Wanted: one roomate preferably,
i but not necessarily female. Rent
62.50/month. Utilities not included.
Rooms opens June 1st kitchen &
living room shared with 3 roommates. Contact Carol or Susan
evenings 697, -656 7
Wanted: Female roommate to share
3 bedroom waterfront home with
fireplace for next year. Rent $150
includes utilities. Quite! 5 miles from
school. Serious inquiries only. Call
?atty 378-2997 or Carl 947-7897.

4f////ilwe Tip Our Lid ToYou-

ClaSS of 1981. ..

